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Vermont Education Secretary Rebecca 

Holcombe and the State Board of Education 

last month called for an end to the 

standardized testing madness that has been 

in place for two decades, and called on the 

nation to join Vermont in stressing learning, 

engagement and individual attention as the 

hallmarks of great public schools. 

The secretary and the board also said that 

using standardized test scores to evaluate 

teachers was wrong, and Vermont would not 

use them in its teacher evaluation models.

The move was heralded by public 

education advocates nationwide. “For her 

thoughtfulness, her integrity, her devotion to 

children, her understanding of the broad aims 

of education, and her courage in standing 

firm against ruinous federal policies, Rebecca 

Holcombe is a hero of American education,” 

noted anti-testing advocate Diane Ravitch 

wrote on her blog. 

“Most people go along with the crowd, 

even when doing so violates their sense 

of personal and professional ethics. Not 

Commissioner Holcombe. If our nation had 

more state commissioners like her, it would 

save our children from a mindless culture of 

test and punish that the federal department 

of education has imposed on them and our 

nation’s schools.”

Holcombe blasted the testing requirements 

of No Child Left Behind, especially the 

adequate yearly progress metrics that now 

mean most of Vermont’s schools are labled as 

“low-performing” despite all evidence to the 

contrary. 

“In spite of federal policies that poorly fit the 

unique nature of Vermont, let’s continue to 

work together to build great schools that 

prepare our children to be productive citizens 

and contributors to our society,” Holcombe 

wrote.

She called for a renewed emphasis on what 

made America’s public schools the envy of the 

world in the first place:

 J collaborative school visits by teams of 

peers, to support research, professional 

learning and sharing of innovative ideas,

 J  personalization of learning through 

projects and performance assessments of 

proficiency,

 J gathering and sharing of feedback from 

teachers, parents and students related 

to school climate and culture, student 

engagement and opportunities for self-

directed learning,

 J providing teachers and administrators 

standards-based feedback on the 

effectiveness of their instruction,

 J developing personalized learning plans 

that involve students in defining how they 

will demonstrate they are ready to graduate, 

and basing graduation on these personalized 

assessments of proficiency rather than “seat-

time”,

 J analyzing growth and improvement at the 

Supervisory level as well as the school level, 

to identify systems that seem to be fostering 

greater growth in students, as a way of 

identifying and sharing promising practices 

across schools.

“I am proud that Secretary Holcombe realizes 

the real power of education comes down 

to teaching and learning, not mindless 

testing,” said Vermont-NEA President Martha 

Allen. “We are proud of our collaborative 

relationship, and look forward to working with 

the secretary to make Vermont’s schools even 

better.”

The State Board of Education went even 

further. In a unanimously approved resolution, 

the board said, “Despite their value, there are 

many things tests cannot tell us. Standardized 

tests…can tell us something about how 

students are doing in a limited set of narrowly 

defined subjects overall, as measured at a 

given time. However, they cannot tell us how 

to help students do even better.”

The board called on Congress to scrap the 

current No Child Left Behind testing mandates 

and instead “promote multiple forms of 

evidence of student learning and school 

quality, eschew the use of student test scores 

in evaluating educators and allow flexibility 

that reflects the unique circumstances of all 

states.”

At a time when other states are trying to 

impose simplistic, misleading standardized 

testing regimens to rate students, teachers 

and schools, Vermont is an outlier, according 

to a prominent Midwestern educator. 

“What this group of Vermont education 

leaders did…is worthy of widespread love 

and acknowledgment,” said Rob Miller, 

an Oklahoma principal and who writes a 

well-known blog. “After all the turmoil we 

have endured in our state relative to public 

education reform over the past few years, it 

is nice to see that some states can still stand 

up for their schools. These folks actually get 

continued on p. 5

Welcome Back to School!

Vermont Ed Officials: Stop Testing Torrent

continued on p. 7
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Milton EA VP Heather McGrath at 
leadership conference. Page 6

Whether you have just joined us or 

you are a decades-long part of the 

family, we want to welcome you to 

the 2014-15 school year and thank 

you for being the most important 

part of Vermont-NEA. 

For more than 150 years, Vermont-

NEA has been at the forefront of 

education excellence and worker 

empowerment in our state. 

Together, we:

 JRaised the salaries of Vermont’s 

teachers from worst in America to 

above the national average

 J Wrote the collective bargaining 

laws that give teachers and ESP the 

right to negotiate contracts

 J Ended the discrimination against 

women when it comes to salaries, 

benefits and working conditions

 J Fought for and preserved a 

pension system to give you a secure 

retirement

 J Advocated for equal access to 

public schools for all Vermont children

 J Helped make Vermont’s schools 

among the nation’s – and world’s – 

very best

But there is much more we have to do in 

the months and years ahead. While you 

are rightfully focused on your classroom 

and your students, together we must 

continue to be there for one another, 

our profession and our communities.  
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 What We Do Is Move 
Forward Together
        Martha Allen 

It’s time. 

It’s time to start the school year and greet our students at the schoolhouse door with smiles and high 

fives and a welcome that will excite and energize each and every child who enters the building. We 

are rested and ready to move our children forward in any number of ways, one of which is academic 

growth. 

It is fortunate that in Vermont we value not only academic growth, but growth in scientific inquiry, 

citizenship, physical health and wellness, artistic expression, and 21st century transferable skills. 

These priorities are outlined in our new Education Quality Standards. However, it is unfortunate that 

the United States Department of Education does not look at education in such a well-rounded fashion. 

Instead, federal law now identifies most of Vermont’s schools as low performing.

We knew years ago that this day would come. We knew that it was only a matter of time until all of our 

schools were identified. But, I see innovation, energy, inquiry, collaboration, and success whenever I 

visit a school in any part of the state, not low performance.  I see dedicated teachers and ESPs treating 

each and every student who crosses the threshold with respect and dignity. I see educators viewing 

our students as individuals, adapting curriculum when needed, encouraging and pushing students 

of all ability levels to grow. Because of this we have the highest graduation rate in the country. What 

amazing work you all do! 

Our Secretary of Education believes in you, too. You may have seen the letter she wrote to the parents 

and caregivers of your students. It is an amazing letter, mostly because she is contradicting the 

USDOE. She says in the letter, “The Vermont Agency of Education does not agree with this federal 

policy, nor do we agree that all of our schools are low performing.” Rebecca Holcombe knows the 

good work that is going on in our schools and refuses to let the USDOE convince her otherwise. 

In her letter, Secretary Holcombe lists the many national and worldwide measurements that 

are used to determine successful school systems. Vermont ranks in the top range in all of these 

measurements. I applaud these scores, too. I am proud to represent such an effective group of 

educators. But, there is always room for improvement.

You all know that our socio-economically challenged students tend to be less successful than those 

who are more fortunate. You take this into account when planning your lessons and working with your 

students. But, in spite of your efforts, poverty remains the biggest detriment to increased student 

growth. We must work within our communities to make sure our students’ basic needs are met. This 

is a daunting but necessary task. Poverty and all of its negative attributes must be diminished in order 

for all of our students to graduate as healthy, happy and productive individuals.

As we work to individualize our students’ educational experiences, we need to find a way to measure 

their growth while improving our professional practice in order to make our schools even better 

educational institutions. We all know that standardized tests do not measure our students’ growth 

in an accurate manner. As a matter of fact, it is virtually impossible to measure student growth 

accurately because each and every student learns and retains information in a different way. We are 

not producing widgets. We are encouraging human beings to thrive.

So, what do thousands of union members do about this situation? We move forward together, that’s 

what we do. We collaborate with community groups. We collaborate with each other. We work with 

our administrations and we do what is best for Vermont’s children. Let’s celebrate our small classes 

and individual attention and community support. Let’s use other ways to measure student growth 

that promote learning for everyone involved, students and teachers alike.

Our Secretary of Education knows that you are true professionals. She speaks on your behalf to the 

USDOE. She has your back. Let’s show the rest of the country that she is right when she says, “As we 

have done before, we intend to draw on the tremendous professional capability of teachers across the 

state as we work to continuously improve our schools.”

Have a terrific start to the school year and, as always, I look forward to my school visits when I see the 

fine work you are doing with our young Vermonters.

More than two dozen educators from 10 Vermont school districts attended 

Vermont-NEA’s first-ever Student Learning Objectives training in August. 

While there, participants learned the components of student learning 

objectives, understood ways to use student data to determine growth 

targets, and practiced writing and evaluating the quality of an SLO.

Vermont-NEA was awarded  an NEA Great Public Schools Grant, along 

with seven other states, to bring training to educators on SLOs, which are 

teacher-developed goals for student achievement. These objectives reflect 

student learning and growth over a specified time period and have the goal 

of improving and documenting the effectiveness of individual teachers’ 

instructional practice. 

Over 35 states require SLOs to document teacher effectiveness.  Our 

neighboring states, Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 

Connecticut, and New York, all require SLOs and use the data, in differing 

ways, to document teacher effectiveness.

 The training was designed to  introduce the concept to Vermont’s teachers. 

“We all agreed that the SLO process models good curriculum design and 

is a vehicle to embed many of the initiatives required of us today,” said 

Juliette Longchamp, Vermont-NEA’s director of professional programs.  “For 

example, analyzing baseline data will inform a student’s personal learning 

plan.  Writing SLOs in a PLC allow for valuable collaboration on what the most 

important outcomes are for learners in your classroom.”

Schools heading toward, or using, standards-based evaluation practices have 

a clear road map on how student proficiency levels will be determined prior 

to the start of the instruction through the SLO plan that emphasizes multiple 

measures of student achievement.  Students are encouraged to be part of 

this process.  

In Vermont, SLOs are included in the Teacher Evaluation Model that was 

developed by the Vermont Task Force for Teacher and Leader Effectiveness. 

The Vermont Agency of Education is anxious to follow teachers who are 

piloting SLOs in their classroom.

Participants found the first-ever SLO training effective. In the evaluations 

participants felt the time to work with colleagues and try out the SLO 

Process was most valuable.   Others commented that the key trainer, Susan 

Kirkendohl from CTAC (Community Training and Assessment Center) with 

her rich experience in working with states around the country, was an expert 

in both presenting material and facilitating rich discussions.  Finally, one 

participant wrote, “Everything!  I didn’t know much about SLOs, but by the 

time I left, I felt I could write one and share the experience with my peers.”

Vermont-NEA is working closely with the Secretary of Education, Rebecca 

Holcombe and her new Assistant Secretary, Amy Fowler.  They are anxious 

to hear about how the experience of implementing SLOs into one’s practice 

improves learning for students.  Vermont-NEA will be working with teachers 

who are piloting SLOs this year and documenting what is learned.

We are exploring adding an additional training this year and will 

communicate this to others as soon as it is scheduled.

However, if you would like to be on the ground floor of this initiative, block 

out the first week of August next summer.  During the training, we expect 

to hear from Rick Wormeli, who was one of the inaugural National Board 

Certified Teachers and is an expert on classroom issues. 

The Vermont Standards Board for Professional Educators in 

the process of writing and approving rules that will implement 

major changes in the way that teachers are relicensed. The 

board’s chairman has said the new rules – including the 

ELIMINATION OF Individual Professional Learning Plans and 

portfolios – would apply to all teachers whose licenses expire in 

2015. 

The tedious rules-making process is underway, and the board 

and the Agency of Education need to hear from you. They are 

seeking written comments on all aspects of the proposed rules 

– including a controversial Learning Progressions checklist, 

which NEA opposes as part of the relicensing process. 

“As educators, we find ourselves working across the levels in 

each learning standard,” said Vermont-NEA President Martha 

Allen.  “We use the progressions to determine where we next 

want to focus.  The Progressions honor the richness of teaching 

and the checklist narrows them to a series of checkmarks.  

Vermont-NEA would like to see this aspect of the renewal 

process removed and the Progressions used as a resource for 

professional educators.” 

The board and agency also want to hear your input in person; 

alas, it took Allen’s intervention to get at least one public 

hearing to begin after school ends. If you want to testify, you 

have three chances:

1. October 1, 2014 at 4:30 p.m. AOE Offices, Barre, Conference 

Room 304

2. October 7, 2014 at 2:30 p.m. AOE Offices, Barre, Conference 

Room 304

3. October 9, 2014 at 2:00 p.m.  Online 

You can learn more about the process – including how to get to 

the Agency’s offices or how to attend the virtual public hearing 

– by visiting vtnea.org/your-profession. 

Dozens Learn Power of 
New Assessment Tools

Your Input Needed to 
Seal Relicensing Deal

Leadership Resources at Your Fingertips.  Last 

year, we decided to update the venerable -- and 

large -- Vermont-NEA Leadership Handbook online 

rather than in print. Simply go to www.vtnea.org/

leadershipbook for the most current bylaws, reso-

lutions, lists of locals, board directory and more!

Educators from around Vermont learn the ins-and-outs of student learning 
objectives, which is an alternative measure of achievement gaining favor. 
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it. While I recognize that these are just words 

on paper at this point, they are beautiful words 

that sing to my heart!”

NEA President Lily Eskelsen Garcia is also among 

those cheering Vermont’s stance. “The National 

Education Association has raised alarms that 

public education has become more and more 

dominated by standardized testing,” she wrote 

in a personal note to Holcombe. “NCLB makes 

it impossible for teachers to teach creatively 

and provide students with a well-rounded 

education. Your letter demonstrates that there 

are administrators and education leaders who 

share our concerns and commitment to fix this 

broken system for our students.”

Excerpts from Secretary 
Holcombe’s Letter.

Under the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), as 

of 2014, if only one child in your school does not 

score as “proficient” on state tests, then your 

school must be “identified” as “low performing” 

under federal law. This year, every school whose 

students took the NECAP tests last year is now 

considered a “low performing” school by the US 

Department of Education. 

A small group of schools were not affected by 

this policy this year because they helped pilot 

the new state assessment and so did not take 

the NECAPs last year. Because these schools 

had their federal AYP status frozen at 2013 

levels, eight schools are not yet identified as low 

performing by federal criteria. However, had 

these school taken the NECAPs as well, it is likely 

that every single school in the state would have 

to be classified as “low performing” according to 

federal guidelines....

The Vermont Agency of Education does not 

agree with this federal policy, nor do we agree 

that all of our schools are low performing....

In 2013, the federal Education Department 

released a study comparing the performance of 

US states to the 47 countries that participated 

in the most recent Trends in International 

Mathematics and Science Study, one of the two 

large international comparative assessments. 

Vermont ranked 7th in the world in eighth-

grade mathematics and 4th in science. Only 

Massachusetts, which has a comparable child 

poverty rate, did better.

On the National Assessment of Educational 

Progress, Vermont consistently ranks at the 

highest levels. We have the best graduation rate 

in the nation and are ranked second in child 

well-being....

Just this week, a social media company that 

compares financial products (WalletHub) 

analyzed twelve different quality metrics and 

ranked Vermont’s school system third in the 

nation in terms of school performance and 

outcomes....

Nevertheless, if we fail to announce that 

each Vermont school is “low performing,” we 

jeopardize federal funding for elementary and 

secondary education. The “low performing” 

label brings with it a number of mandatory 

sanctions, which your principal is required to 

explain to you. This policy does not serve the 

interest of Vermont schools, nor does it advance 

our economic or social well-being. Further, it 

takes our focus away from other measures that 

give us more meaningful and useful data on 

school effectiveness.

We know that statewide, our biggest challenge 

is finding better ways to engage and support 

the learning of children living in poverty. Our 

students from families with means and parents 

with more education, consistently are among 

the top performing in the country. However, 

federal NCLB policy has not helped our schools 

improve learning or narrow the gaps we see in 

our data between children living in poverty and 

children from more affluent families. We need a 

different approach that actually works....

Like other Vermont educators, I am deeply 

committed to continuously improving our 

schools and the professional skill of our 

teachers. Ironically, the only way a school 

could pass the NCLB criteria would be to leave 

some children behind – to exclude some of 

the students who come to our doors. That is 

something public schools in Vermont will not 

do.... 

Vermont has a proud and distinguished 

educational history, but we know we can always 

do better. We are committed to supporting 

our schools as they find more effective and 

more engaging ways to improve the skills and 

knowledge of our children. As we have done 

before, we intend to draw on the tremendous 

professional capability of teachers across the 

state as we work to continuously improve our 

schools. Our strength has always been our 

ingenuity and persistence. 

Keep Connected 
vtnea.org  

facebook.com/vermontnea 

twitter.com/vermontnea The support staff at Machester 

Elementary/Middle School voted Sept. 5 

to form Vermont-NEA”s newest local. The 

election means that 30 new educators 

will become part of the country’s largest 

union. 

“At a time when unions are facing 

unprecedented pressure from those 

who would destroy us, it is especially 

gratifying that these hard-working men 

and women are making the choice to 

organize,” said Martha Allen, Vermont-

NEA’s president. “I am proud to welcome 

them to Vermont-NEA and to NEA.”

The election is just the latest in a string 

of  new units. In the last year, support 

professionals in a half dozen schools 

voted to form local unions. 

What can our fellow members in 

Manchester expect from unionizing? We 

don’t know, of course, but one support 

staff local -- the Windham Southwest 

Supervisory Union Education Association 

-- recently reminded its members what 

unionization has brought:

 J 5 paid holidays (started at 0)

 J Zero sick days (2 can be used as 

personal days

 J 1 emergency day

 J A seniority list

 J Steps for pay raises

 J Better job security

 J An hourly stipend for intensive 

needs paras

State Officials Take National Lead to 
Put High-Stakes Testing in its Place

Manchester 
Support Staff 
Vote to Form 
Newest Local

Board-Backed Candidates Cruise to Primary Wins

from p. 1

Vermont-NEA’s Board of Directors last month 

recommended the reelection of Gov. Peter 

Shumlin for a third term while also giving a nod 

to Dean Corren, the Progressive candidate for 

lieutenant governor.

Both went on to handily win their respective 

primaries, with Corren snagging the Democratic 

nod, too. They and all other statewide candidates 

recommended by the board easily won their 

primaries late last month. 

“While we have had our disagreements with the 

governor on issues from time-to-time, he has 

earned the right to continue serving the people 

of Vermont,” said Vermont-NEA President Martha 

Allen. 

“His commitment to making our schools the 

nation’s best, his support for workers and unions, 

and his efforts to make Vermont the first state 

with a publicly financed healthcare system 

available to all residents makes him an obvious 

choice.”

Shumlin, who met with the board of the state’s 

largest union during the leadership conference, 

reaffirmed his support of issues that matter to 

Vermont’s working people. Despite his dangerous 

rhetoric about school spending that lead to 

dozens of budget defeats this year,  the governor 

has remained a supporter of local public schools 

and has often called them Vermont’s very best 

economic development tool. 

He signed into law bills that give people who take 

care of our state’s most vulnerable the right to 

form unions, and he was a supporter of last year’s 

law mandating fair share fee payments for people 

who benefit from the services unions are forced to 

Governor Peter Shumlin, left, and Lieutenant Governor candidate Dean Corren, right, answer questions 
during interviews with the board in August. Both men won the recommendation of the board.

provide even to nonmembers. 

The board, when weighing the differences 

between the Democratic incumbent and his 

Republican opponent, travel agency owner Scott 

Milne, said the choice was clear. “We do hope for 

a vigorous campaign, and wish Scott well on the 

campaign trail,” Allen said. “However, on issues 

that matter to our members and all working 

people, Gov. Shumlin is the clear choice.”

For lieutenant governor, the board easily 

recommended Corren. A stalwart supporter of 

working people for his entire career, Corren also 

strongly backs the formation of Green Mountain 

Care, giving Shumlin a powerful ally in the effort 

to reform Vermont’s health care system. “Dean’s 

leadership will be critical in the coming two years 

if Vermont is to be successful in doing what no 

other state has ever been able to do,” Allen said. 

The recommendations of Shumlin and Corren 

rounded out Vermont-NEA’s statewide slate. In 

June, the board gave early nods to Treasurer Beth 

Pearce, Auditor of Accounts Doug Hoffer and 

Secretary of State Jim Condos. 

The state and national boards already 

recommended the re-election of US Rep. Peter 

Welch. 

Members, Supporters Join Bernie for Labor Day

Vermont-NEA Secretary/Treasurer Steve Owens addresses the crowd during Burlington’s 
Labor Day Celebration.

Members of Vermont-NEA and the state’s other 

unions joined Sen. Bernie Sanders for Labor 

Day celebrations in Burlington and Middlebury, 

reminding Vermonters that unions are an integral 

part of America’s middle class. 

“On behalf of Vermont-NEA and our 12,000 

member-educators, thank you for welcoming us 

to the Labor Day Celebration,” said Steve Owens, 

the union’s secretary/treasurer. “We stand in 

solidarity with each and every one of you.”

Sanders, as usual, marked Labor Day with a 

solemn reminder of how far the nation’s working 

class has fallen behind at a time when the very 

rich are amassing ever larger fortunes. ““The 

sad reality of today's America is that while the 

wealthiest people and largest corporations 

are doing phenomenally well, the middle class 

is disappearing and millions of Americans are 

working longer hours for lower wages,” Sanders 

said. “We need an agenda that works for all 

Americans.”
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Local Leaders Converge on Burlington for 2nd Annual 
Leadership Conference

More than 100 leaders from dozens of locals took 

part in Vermont-NEA’s second annual Leadership 

Conference at Champlain College in Burlington. 

The local leaders – some of them repeat 

attendees – came to learn from some of the best 

organizers, local presidents, and union activists 

in the country. They also – in a first – spent an 

afternoon in a real-world organizing activity, 

knocking on the doors of potential ESP members 

throughout Chittenden County.

“From the national union to the smallest local, we 

have one imperative if we are to thrive as a union 

and a movement – we need to put organizing 

at the heart of all we do,” said Vermont-NEA 

President Martha Allen. “We don’t work in a 

vacuum, and we must look outside of our union 

and into our communities. We have been and 

need to be positive forces for change, and 

positive forces for preserving all that we and our 

communities have fought for over the decades. 

For many of you, this is all second nature. For 

some, it’s a new way of operating. For all of us, 

it’s an imperative. “

Participants heard some inspiration from across 

the country when Gwen Sullivan, the president 

of the Portland Association of Teachers, talked 

about how her large, local union forged ties with 

parents, community leaders and other pro-public 

school advocates to avert an almost certain 

strike in Oregon’s largest city. 

Participants also worked with organizers 

from NEA and from locals big and small over 

three days to hone their skills in engaging and 

empowering fellow members. They learned that 

organizing takes many forms. 

“Knocking on doors, engaging in one-on-ones, 

and talking to non-members is certainly an 

important part of organizing,” Allen said. “But so 

is engaging with that parent who has a question. 

Or reading after school to a kid who wants extra 

practice. Or even in participating in the PTA, 

the Rotary, or the local Chamber of Commerce. 

Organizing can be political, too: whether it’s 

campaigning, speaking up at Town Meeting or 

even answering questions while standing outside 

a polling place, organizing opportunities are 

everywhere.”

There were plenty of nuts-and-bolts sessions, 

too, ranging from how to collect fair share fees, 

navigating the union’s membership database and 

the best way to manage a local’s finances. 

You Have the 
Power to Make 
This a Great Year

Leading the Fight for Schools, Students, Locals

The 2nd Annual Vermont-NEA Leadership Conference was larger 

than the first, attracting more than 100 people from dozens of 

locals around Vermont. From top left, members get a chance to 

network and discuss issues for nearly three days; Gwen Sullivan, 

president of the Portland Association of Teachers in Oregon, gives 

an inspirational and informative talk about the power of organizing 

parents and community to our cause; and Milton EA Vice President 

Heather McGraff makes a point during a session. 

Our profession is under unprecedented attacks 

from all corners of the political spectrum, and 

we have a duty to ensure that our local schools 

remain the state’s most important resource. 

As members, we have the power to do what none 

of us has to do alone. As members, we know that 

we have each other’s backs. And as members, we 

have the strength of 12,000 voices when it comes 

to advocating on behalf of Vermont’s public 

school students – and those of you who teach 

them. 

With the attached membership card, you 

know that you are a part of a proud 150-year 

movement.  But you also are part of the state’s – 

and country’s – largest union, and that gives you 

many benefits that can make your job – and your 

life – a little easier. (Some of those benefits are 

detailed on the back.)

As we begin another school year, we want to 

thank you for being a member of your local 

association, Vermont-NEA and NEA. Together, 

let’s have the best year yet!

from p. 1

Checking it out...
Making sure not to miss anything, Orange East EA’s Lance Mills, left, confers with Barre Town EA’s 

Mary Bowers and Washington Central EA’s Steve Owens during last month’s leadership conference. 

Lance is a board director while Steve is Vermont-NEA Secretary/Treasurer. 
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 Story of America is Story of Working People

Did you know? 
Kelly Bouteiller at Charlotte 

Central School and Sharon Davison 

at Allen Brook School in Williston, 

were chosen from more than 1,000 

applicants to be a part of NEA’s 

Great Public Schools Network. 

Check it out at gpsnetwork.org. 

And, congrats, you two!

Board Endorsed Candidates Cruise to 
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President’s View: What We Do Is Work 
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Dozens of Locals Represent at Leadership 
Conference, p. 6
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National Education Association President Lily Eskelsen Garcia, who was 

elected in July, issued the following statement in recognition of Labor Day. 

She traveled aboard Air Force One to Wisconsin to join President Barack 

Obama to celebrate workers’ rights at “Laborfest 2014.”

“The story of America is the story of its working people—their struggles 

and successes and their hopes for a better future for themselves and their 

families. For decades, labor unions have led the way for millions of Americans 

to achieve economic security and progress by giving workers a voice and 

bigger say in our economy and our political system.

“NEA has a long, rich and robust tradition of organizing, working for social 

justice and advocating for the rights of students and educators. The vast 

majority of our nation’s educators are proud union members; 3 million of 

them are NEA members. 

“We are the union members who drive students to school, serve their meals, 

heal their wounds and help them cross the street, and comfort and protect 

them in times of crisis.”

“Today, and every day, we honor the working women and men of this 

country by recognizing the work they have done to make this country 

great and to provide a better life for our children. Labor Day belongs to 

you, the workers and professionals who teach our children, build our 

bridges and roads, and protect our communities and our country.  

“But these are challenging times for working families: a diminishing 

middle class, rising inequality, families struggling to make ends meet, 

and the American Dream slipping from their hands. The rich are getting 

richer and some politicians only want to make life tougher for families. 

Working people are in the fight of their lives. And the future of the 

middle class is in jeopardy.

“That didn’t happen by accident. From coast to coast, the rise in political 

and corporate attacks on working families, and unions in particular, has 

been unprecedented. “ You can read the entire speech at nea.org

BFA Fairfax EA President Sara 

Villeneuve attends 2nd Annual 

Leadership Conference. 


